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ABSTRACT: In this paper the wave run-up around a circular column in regular waves is numerically calculated to 
investigate the applicability of the Modified Marker-Density (MMD) method to prediction of wave run-up around an 
offshore platform. The MMD method is one of the methods to define the highly nonlinear free surface. The governing 
equations are the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation which are computed in Cartesian grid system. To 
validate incident waves generated by numerical simulation, those are compared with the solutions of the Stokes 5th 
order wave theory. The wave run-up simulations are performed varying the steepness and period of incident waves as 
referred experimental data. The numerical results are compared to the experimental data and the results show good 
agreements. 
KEY WORDS: Wave run-up; Free surface; Circular column; Cartesian grid; Modified marker-density method. 
INTRODUCTION 
The accurate prediction of wave height which is distorted by the column is an important design factor for determining the 
air-gap under offshore platform decks. For a ratio of the diameter of a column to the length of the incident wave of less than 0.2 
such as jackets, it is assumed that the incident wave is not distorted by the column. For a ratio greater than 0.2, however, the 
crest height amplification caused by interactions between the column and the incident wave must be considered. Therefore, to 
predict the run-up along the column, a method for considering the nonlinear contribution rather than linear diffraction theory is 
required.  
In the case of diffraction for a single bottom-mounted column in regular waves, McCamy and Fuchs (1954) provided an 
analytic solution based on linear potential theory. Kim and Yue (1989) provided the complete second order diffraction solution 
for an axisymmetric body. Many studies based on potential theory have been useful at the initial design stages in the case of low 
wave steepness. Moreover, numerical simulation based on potential theory has advantage of the less computer CPU times to 
complete the calculations rather than using nonlinear tools. On the other hand, as wave steepness increases, it is difficult to 
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predict the maximum crest height along the column (Buchmann et al., 1998; Kristiansen et al., 2004; Stansberg and Kristiansen, 
2005). Therefore, it is quite difficult to consider the nonlinear effect in high wave steepnesses using numerical simulation based 
on potential theory. Moreover, it is common that model test data is essential to confirm the positive air-gap and to estimate 
empirical corrections.  
In order to improve prediction of maximum crest height or wave run-up around a circular column, Kristiansen et al. 
(2004) and Morris-Thomas and Thagarajan (2004) investigated numerical simulations of first and second order diffraction 
using an industry standard numerical tool and the panel program WAMIT and compared with model test performed in the 
MARINETEK. They investigated in more detail contributions from high order terms by discrepancy between measurements 
and numerical results. However, it was insufficient to explain the gap of sum-frequency terms. It might be influence from high 
order effects, or viscous effects. Nam et al. (2008) investigated wave run-up around truncated cylinder using numerical results 
based on finite element method and model test data. In order to improve efficiency and accuracy of calculation, multi-mesh was 
adopted and numerical damping zone was implemented as a radiation condition. In comparison with experimental data, first 
harmonic components showed a good agreement while discrepancy of second order components was observed. The discre-
pancy was caused by nonlinear contribution in steep and short wave. 
Another method to predict the run-up along column is using nonlinear tools based on Navier-Stokes equations. For defining 
the free surface, Volume of Fluid (VOF), Level-Set (LS), Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Marker-Density (MD) 
methods are used in various application field such as wave simulation and ship hydrodynamics (Kristiansen et al., 2005; Lee et 
al., 2007; Danmeier et al., 2008; Rudman and Cleary, 2009; Park et al., 2011). Some research confirmed that wave run-up 
simulation has applicability in qualitative. 
The VOF method captures the free surface using the volume fraction of water and air densities. Many studies have been 
performed by a commercial code using the VOF method for determination of the free surface (Park et al., 2001; Stansberg et al., 
2005; Iwanowski et al., 2009). On the other hand, as the calculation time increases, minute numerical error occurs near the free 
surface because of its vague volume fraction. The marker-density (Park et al., 1999) method, which uses only water and air 
densities in the entire grid, has been suggested and used to calculate the free surface in waves. Furthermore, the modified 
marker-density (Lee et al., 2012) method that there is no spatial discontinuity of the governing equations caused by the diffe-
rence between water and air densities was investigated. For the VOF method, when physical quantities such as density and 
viscosity in a grid cell are calculated from volume fraction function, it yields no spatial discontinuity and instability in numerical 
calculation, however, the effect of a thick free surface interface. Therefore, several technics have been developed in order to 
maintain a sharp interface in the VOF method. Whereas, the MMD method does not use the volume fraction function, but uses 
solely water and air densities to determine the free surface and maintain it sharply. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the MMD method to prediction of wave run-up around an 
offshore platform. As a classical problem, the free surface around a circular column in regular waves is numerically calculated. 
Before wave run-up simulations, the validation of incident waves is performed by comparing the incident waves by the 
numerical result with the analytic solutions based on Stokes 5th order wave theory. The wave run-up simulations are performed 
according to various wave conditions and the records of wave elevation around the circular column are analyzed. The analyzed 
results of linear amplification factors (RAOs) and Quadratic Transfer Functions (QTFs) of the disturbed waves by the column 
were compared with experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008) in various wave steepnesses and periods. The 
maximum crest heights around the circular column according to wave steepness and two wave periods were compared with the 
experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004). 
THE NUMERICAL MODEL 
Govern equation and scheme 
In this paper, governing equations are the filtered Navier-Stokes equations in Eq. (1) and the filtered continuity equation in 
Eq. (2). Pressures are coupled with velocities through a two-step projection method. The Kawamura-Kuwahara scheme and 
Adams-Bashforth scheme were used for the space and time discretization in the convection term, respectively. Second-central 
differencing scheme and first-forward differencing scheme were used for the space and time discretization in all terms expect 
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for the convection term. The Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) turbulence model was applied to consider the turbulent effect under an 
intended grid size.  
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where iu  is the filtered velocity in i direction, p is the filtered pressure of water and air, ρ is the density of water or air, and 
ν is the kinematic viscosity coefficient of water or air, iF is the body force or gravitational force in i direction. ijR is the SGS 
stress. Lee et al. (2012) provided some detail information. 
Free surface boundary condition 
The transport equation of density function (Eq. (3)) was introduced to calculate the location of the free surface. The location 
of the free surface was defined as the average of water and air densities. Water and air densities were assigned as initial value of 
the density function on the total domain. In fact, there is no difference among the VOF (Hirt and Nichols, 1981), LS and MMD 
methods using the scalar transport equation to calculate the location of the free surface. On the other hand, the VOF method 
introduced volume fraction function and the LS method introduced the distance function to calculate the location of the free 
surface. For the VOF method, after the value of volume fraction function is defined, physical quantities such as density and 
viscosity in a computational grid cell are calculated. It yields no spatial discontinuity and instability in numerical calculation, 
however, the effect of a thick free surface interface. To maintain a sharp interface in the VOF method, several technics have 
been developed. For the LS method, the distance function is also advection equation, therefore, it occurs similar problem with 
the VOF method. 
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Eq. (4) is the dynamic boundary condition of the free surface. The pressure on the free surface cannot be calculated only 
with Eq. (4), therefore, it is assumed that the pressure gradient term of water and air on the free surface (Eq. (5)). In Eq. (5), 𝑥𝑖 
is the tensor mark and means that the pressure gradient term is continuous in any direction. This equation makes the numerical 
value stable by removing the spatial discontinuity of governing equation caused by the different densities of water and air. Fig. 
1 provides examples of how to calculate the pressure of a free surface using Eq. (6). The velocity and pressure of the free 
surface are coupled according to a two-step projection method. In the condition in Fig. 1, the distance between the velocity 
reference point and the free surface and the pressure of the free surface are needed to solve the velocity of the free surface. Eq. 
(7) shows how to solve the velocity of the free surface. For the cell, the pressure of the free surface is satisfied with the condi-
tion for zero-divergence (Eq. (8)). 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the pressure and velocity of free surface cells. 
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In Eq. (8), D  is the divergence and ω  is the relaxation coefficient. The superscripts and the subscripts in the above 
equations indicate the time steps and the spatial definition points of physical variables, respectively. t∆  is time increment, and 
,x y∆ ∆  and z∆  are the spatial grid sizes in the x, y and z directions. u∗  is defined as the tentative velocity, which is the sum 
of the velocity of the previous step and the velocity from the convection term and diffusion term. To calculate the flux through 
each plane of the grid near the free surface, the variation of the velocities in the x, y and z directions are supposed to be qua-
dratic equations. The quadratic equations are defined by reference velocity points on the sides. Those equations are integrated 
and the results are added. The calculation of the component of velocity near the free surface using the calculated pressure value 
(Eq. (8)) is repeated until the grid is satisfied with zero-divergence.  
Body boundary condition 
In a Cartesian grid, it is essential to find a method to define the body boundary condition because a body surface does not 
coincide with a grid line. In this paper, a triangular surface element was introduced to define the body shape. Moreover, using 
the interaction between the triangular surface element and the center line of the grid face, a reference body point and the 
reference velocity point can exist on the same face. 
 
               
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the divergence calculation    Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the velocity profile near 
of the body boundary grids (Jeong and Lee, 2012).        the body boundary grids (Jeong and Lee, 2012). 
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The process for calculating the pressure and velocity of the body boundary grids is the same as that for the free surface. Fig. 
2 shows the divergence calculation of the body boundary grids by the presumed quadratic velocity equations in two directions. 
An arithmetic mean is calculated from the results before calculating the flux passing through each plane. To calculate the 
divergence of the body boundary grids, the variation of the velocities are supposed to be quadratic equations. The quadratic 
equations are defined by reference velocity points on the sides (Fig. 3). On the other hands, the velocity profile supposed to be 
quadratic equation is not identical to the velocity profile of wall function so the discrepancy of the velocity profile might be 
yield near the body. Despite, the results of the numerical simulation are satisfied generally. 
COMPUTATIONAL CONDITION 
Incident wave condition 
A numerical simulation was performed with a circular column with scale 1:51.314, 0.318 m diameter and 0.477 m draft on 
model scale. The wave conditions were referred to Kristiansen et al. (2004) and Nam et al. (2008). Table 1 lists the detailed 
information of the wave conditions. In Table 1, the wave period is given in full scale. H/L means the wave steepness, where H 
is the wave height of the incident wave and L is the wave-length of the linear part.  
 
Table 1 Name of the wave conditions according to the wave period and wave steepness. 
 T=7 sec. T=8 sec. T=9 sec. T=10 sec. T=12 sec. 
H/L=1/50 T07S150 T08S150 T09S150 T10S150 T12S150 
H/L=1/30 T07S130 T08S130 T09S130 T10S130 T12S130 
H/L=1/16 T07S116 T08S116 T09S116 T10S116 T12S116 
H/L=1/10 T07S110 T08S110 T09S110 T10S110 T12S110 
Computational domain, boundary condition, and grid size 
To generate the incident wave in the computational domain, Kim (2008) mentioned 5 methods; space periodic wave in 
domain; an incident wave due to wavemaker motion; numerical velocity or potential input on inflow boundary; a prescribed 
incident wave in domain; and the discrete internal singularities method. On this study, the incident wave is generated by feeding 
the numerical velocity of the Stokes 5th order waves at the inlet. The reason is that the method is easy to be applied if the 
numerical velocity is known. Lin (2008) provides the process how the numerical velocity of the Stokes 5th order waves cal-
culates. To validate the result of the calculated formulas for coefficients in fifth-order solution, Skjelbreia and Hendrickson 
(1960) and Fenton (1985) are referred. A damping zone is applied near the outlet. The marker-density method requires discrete-
zation of the full domain, including the volume above the free surface.  
Before the numerical simulation, the convergence test of the incident wave is performed. There are 3 grid systems which 
use different stretching coefficients. Stretching coefficient means that the size of grids of x-direction increases gradually based 
on constant value. In computational domain, there are uniform grid zone and inflow non-uniform grid zone where adopt the 
stretching coefficient. Fig. 4 shows the example of computational domain. The stretching coefficient is 1.005, 1.010, and 1.015 
for the convergence test. The minimum grid size is 0.02004 m, which are used in uniform grid zone and is fixed on all wave 
condition. The wave condition is case T07S130 when wave period is 0.987 sec., wave length is 1.519 m, and wave height is 
0.051 m. In this case, the number of grids per wave length is 50, 75, and 100 and the number of grid per wave height is 2.5. 
Table 2 shows the discrepancy of wave height when wave condition is Case T07S130 which is the shortest wave length in this 
research. When stretching coefficient is 1.01, the discrepancy is the smallest. However, we choose Grid 3 to reduce time of 
numerical simulation. 
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Fig. 4 Computational domain for convergence test (Grid 2). 
 
Table 2 Discrepancy of wave height according to stretching coefficient and the number of grids per wave length. 
 Stretching coeff. No. of grids per wave length Discrepancy of wave height 
Grid 1 1.005 100 4.0% 
Grid 2 1.010 75 4.5% 
Grid 3 1.015 50 4.9% 
 
In order to check the effect of reflected wave due to the column, wave elevations on 0.5 wave-length from the inlet are 
compared in the same computational domain as Grid 2. Fig. 5 shows the record of the wave elevation when wave condition is 
T07S130. Red line is Case 1 that the column is located in 1 wave-length from inlet and black line is Case 2 without the column. 
After 8T (T : period of each incident wave) there is the effect of reflected wave on 0.5 wave-length from the column, therefore, 
the range between 4T and 8T is selected as analysis period on 1 wave-length from the inlet. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Comparison of change of wave elevations due to a column. 
 
Fig. 6 presents the computational domain and boundary condition. The distance between the inflow and the center of the 
column is one wave-length, and the distance between outflow and the center of column is four wave-lengths and the width is 
1.5 wave-lengths. The height of domain is 3.5m and the water depth is 2 m. The computational grid has been non-uniform away 
from the body and stretched towards the column. The grid around the column is covered by a uniform grid. In the case of 
H/L=1/50, 1/30 and 1/16, the minimum grid size is 0.02004 m, 0.01004 m, and 0.02004 m in the x, y and z-directions, 
respectively. On the side and top plane, the symmetric boundary condition is imposed. The boundary condition of bottom plane 
is wall. Fig. 7 shows the example of computational domain and grid in the case of H/L=1/50, 1/30 and 1/16. A total of 500,000 
grids is used ( xN =100, yN =50, zN =100). The distance between the inflow and the center of the column is one wave-length 
and the number of grids per wave length is 50. Another type of computational domain exists because it would appear that if 
wave steepness is 1/10, the wave-column interaction has a higher nonlinear effect than that of other cases of wave steepness. 
Therefore, the minimum grid size is needed to be smaller in order to consider the high order effect. In the case of H/L=1/10, the 
minimum grid size is 0.01504 m, 0.01504 m, and 0.02004 m in the x, y and z-directions, respectively. The distance between the 
inflow and the center of the column is 1.5 wave-lengths, and the distance between outflow and the center of column is four 
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wave-lengths and the width is one wave-lengths. A total of 720,000 grids is used ( xN =150, yN =80, zN =60). The number of 
grid per wave length is 75. Time interval is 0.002sec. Fig. 8 shows the example of grid topology in the case of T07S110. Fig. 9 
shows the location of wave probes. Five wave probes of WPB#1~5 were located around the cylinder, with distance from the 
cylinder wall of less than 0.009 m. In other words, it was unavoidable that the location of the wave probes was different slightly 
due to adopting a Cartesian grid which a body surface does not coincide with a grid line. 
 
 
Fig. 6 Computational domain and boundary condition. 
 
 
Fig. 7 Computational domain and grid (Case T07S150, T07S130, T07S116). 
 
 
Fig. 8 Computational domain and grid, Case T07S110. 
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Fig. 9 Location of the wave probes around a circular column in model scale. 
Analysis method 
ka is defined as the scattering parameter where k is the wave number and a is the radius of the column. From the present 
results, the linear amplification factors (RAOs) is found, where are defined as 
1
0/RAO A A
+=                  (9)  
2 2
0/SUM QTF A a A
+− = ∗               (10)  
2 2
0* /Diff QTF A a A
−− =               (11) 
where A0 is the first-harmonic amplitude of the incident wave, A1+ and A2+ are the average amplitude of the first- and second-
harmonic of the distorted wave by the circular column, respectively, and A2- is the mean set-up. The procedure is described as 
follows. First, an appropriate time window from the time-wave elevation is chosen (Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b)), which appears to 
be the stable part. Second, spectral analysis is performed by a discrete fourier transform (DFT) on the time-wave elevation 
within the stable time window (Fig. 10(c)). 
 
      
(a)                              (b)                              (c) 
Fig. 10 Procedure to analyze spectral properties from simulated wave elevation. 
((a) Computational time trace (T=7 seconds, H/L=1/30), (b) Computational time trace  
within a selected time window, (c) Spectral properties of the wave elevation signal) 
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VALIDATION FOR INCIDENT WAVE 
According to the applicability of wave theories, Stokes 5th order wave theory is sufficient to simulate the wave condition in 
this study. For a wave steepness of 1/16 and 1/10, because the wave height is quite high, Stokes 2nd order wave theory is not 
fulfilled. Another reason is that the incident wave in the referred experiment data is considered to fully developed wave. Before 
the numerical simulation of the free surface around the column, the incident wave should be validated. A previous study found 
that the density of the grid is of higher importance than the extent (Kristiansen et al., 2004). Moreover, because the method that 
the computational grid has been non-uniform away from the body and stretched towards the column is applied, the grid size 
near inlet is the maximum size of grid. Therefore, the grid size near inlet is considered one of factors to generate the incident 
wave. As the factors are considered, 50 grids per length are sufficient to obtain a reasonable value. This result reduces the 
calculation time by minimizing the total grids. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the incoming wave on the computational domains 
and analytical solution of the Stokes wave by 5th order theory when wave period is 9 seconds on prototype in various wave 
steepnesses on a model scale. The location of wave probe is WPO#1. Generally, the result of the comparison showed good 
agreement except for a wave steepness of 1/10. Fig. 11(d) shows the result of a wave steepness of 1/10. There are discrepancies 
between present calculation and analytic solution by Stokes 5th order wave theory for the wave troughs while present calculation 
reproduced the wave crest satisfactorily. 
According to wave steepness, the discrepancy of the wave height, crest and trough is analyzed. The discrepancy between 
wave elevation solved by Stokes 5th order wave theory and numerical results is calculated. The numerical results range from 4T 
to 8T. The wave crest, trough and height of the numerical results are averaged for the range. As the wave steepness increases, 
the discrepancy of the wave height, crest and trough increases. In a wave steepness of 1/10, the discrepancy between analytical 
solution and present calculation of the wave height was shown 5.5%. The discrepancy of the wave crest height was 0.7% while 
the discrepancy of the wave trough depth was 12.0%. The discrepancy of wave height was shown 4.8%, 1.4% and 0.3% in a 
wave steepness of 1/16, 1/30 and 1/50, respectively.  
 
     
(a) Case T09S150 (T=1.269 sec., A0 =0.025 m).            (b) Case T09S130 (T=1.269 sec., A0=0.042 m). 
     
(c) Case T09S116 (T=1.269 sec., A0=0.078 m).            (d) Case T09S110 (T=1.269 sec., A0=0.125 m). 
Fig. 11 Comparison of the incoming wave (solid line) with Stokes 5th order theory wave (dashed line). 
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RESULT OF WAVE RUN-UP SIMULATION 
Time history of wave elevation 
Fig. 12 shows the time history of the wave elevation at WPB#1~5, which are near the circular column, for a wave period 
of 12 seconds and a wave steepness of 1/16. Strong nonlinear effects are clearly seen with secondary peaks, having the same 
frequency as the incident wave, at WPB#1~5. For WPB#1 and 2, the secondary peaks can be seen from the present numerical 
results that this is because of the wave-column interaction such as the reflected wave from the circular column and the 
incident waves. For WPB#3, the pattern and shape of the presence of the secondary peak show differently with WPB#1 and 2. 
This is because of the interaction between the preceding incident wave and run-up at weather side. This can be seen Fig. 13 
and 14 when WPB#1 and WPB#5 show the highest peak, respectively. In Fig. 13 and 14, A and oA  mean the wave elevation 
and amplitude of the incident wave. In this case, on WPB#1, the maximum wave height is 1.6 times larger than the amplitude 
of the incident wave. Otherwise, the wave elevations at WPB#5 are not seen complicatedly, with sharp crests and relatively 
flat troughs. 
Fig. 15 shows that the wave amplitudes of higher order are fairly large, not small in difference wave conditions at H/L= 
1/16. The spectral analysis is performed the same procedure we explained previous chapter. It can be seen clearly that the 
result of the spectrum analysis contains five peaks standing for the wave amplitude of 1st order, 2nd order and higher order. 
Note that the trend of the quantities of the wave amplitudes of higher order is varied depending on the wave condition. 
 
 
Fig. 12 Time history of the wave elevation at WPB#1~5(Case T10S116, T=1.410 sec., A0=0.097). 
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Fig. 13 Maximum wave elevation in the front of a       Fig. 14 Maximum wave elevation on the lee side  
circular column (WPB#1, T=10 sec., H/L=1/16).              (WPB#3, T=10 sec., H/L=1/16). 
 
 
(a) Case T07S116. 
 
(b) Case T10S116. 
 
(c) Case T12S116. 
Fig. 15 Comparison of harmonic components according to the wave probes locations (T=10 sec., H/L=1/16). 
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RAO 
Fig. 16 shows the comparison of RAO results from the present numerical results with the experimental data (Kristiansen et 
al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008) according to the wave steepness, ka, and the locations of the wave probe. Note that the experimental 
data of WPB#1~3 was obtained from Kristiansen et al. (2004). Generally, the results of present calculation and the experiments 
of RAO agree quite well at all locations of the wave probes for a wave steepness of 1/50, 1/30 and 1/16, however, there are 
some differences for a wave steepness of 1/10. The present results for WPB#1~2 and WPO#1~2 appear to capture the pheno-
menon that the value of RAO increases when the wave steepness increases, in the same manner as the experiments. Otherwise, 
the RAO decreases with increasing wave steepness, which is similar to the experimental data for WPB#4~5 and WPO#4~5. 
 
 
Fig. 16 Comparison of the RAO among the present numerical results  
and experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008). 
Sum-QTF 
Fig. 17 compares the sum-QTF results among the presented numerical results and experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 
2004; Nam et al., 2008) according to the wave steepness, ka, and locations of wave probe. In general, with decreasing the wave 
steepness in the incident wave, the general trend of the numerical simulation shows good agreement with the referred results. 
On the weather side (WPB#1, WPB#2, and WPB#3) of the column, the conspicuous discrepancy between the experimental 
data and the present results is observed for the relatively short wave lengths. Under the kinematic free surface boundary 
condition, the angular wave frequency is related to the wave number and the local water depth by the wave dispersion equation. 
If the local water depth is satisfied with the deepwater depth, the second harmonic, which is relevant to twice the wave 
frequency of the incident wave, decreases four times as much as the wave length of the incident wave by the wave dispersion 
equation. As mentioned earlier, an investigation of the number of grids per wave lengths will be needed for a more accuracy to 
consider the second harmonic.  
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the sum-QTF among the present numerical results 
 and experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008). 
 
For the sum-QTF terms, two different conditions according to the minimum grid size were investigated, which involved 
fine grid and coarse grid. The minimum grid size of fine and coarse grid in x-direction is 0.00504 m and 0.02004 m, respec-
tively. In the case of fine grid, the minimum grid size is about a quarter of that of coarse grid, which is same condition con-
ducted in this study. In Fig. 18, the results of the fine grid on WPB#1, 2 and 3 close to the referred experimental data, although 
some of the scattered experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008) are shown on WPB#1. 
 
 
Fig. 18 Comparison of second harmonic according to grid sizes  
with experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008). 
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Diff-QTF 
Fig. 19 compares the diff-QTF results among the present numerical results and experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 
2004; Nam et al., 2008); there is also a mean set-up or set-down level in regular waves. Generally, the presented numerical 
results are predicted well matched with the referred data. 
 
 
Fig. 19 Comparison of the diff-QTF component among the present numerical results  
and experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008). 
Maximum crest height 
Fig. 20 compares the maximum crest height in front of the column among the present numerical results, the experimental 
data, numerical results by FLOW-3D (Kristiansen et al., 2005), which is a commercial code and the VOF method is used to 
define the free surface, and numerical results by WAMIT (Kristiansen et al., 2004), which is first and second-order diffraction 
approach, by means of potential theory. The wave probes are located at 1.5 m and 8 m from the wall of the column, and the 
wave periods are 9 seconds and 12 seconds. 
In general, the present results show good agreement with the experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2005). For the wave 
period of 12 seconds, the present results are seemed to be reasonable with the experimental data and numerical results 
(Kristiansen et al., 2005) according to wave steepness even though they are predicted a little higher. Moreover, it appears that 
the MMD method could capture precisely the free surface in WPB#1(1.5 m from the wall) for a wave period of 9 seconds. In 
particular, this study focuses on the discrepancy of WPO#1(8.0 m from the wall) between the experimental data and the present 
results for a wave period of 9 seconds and a wave steepness of 1/10, whereas the present results in WPO#1 for a wave period of 
12 seconds and a wave steepness of 1/10 is simulated accurately. It may be thought that the number of grids per wave length for 
a wave period of 9 seconds is smaller than those for a wave period of 12 seconds when the simulations are performed in the 
same computational domain. In the case of a wave period of 9 and 12 seconds, the number of grids per wave length is 75. The 
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wave length increases with increasing wave period. Therefore, for a more accurate simulation, appropriate computational 
domain is required according to the wave period.  
For a wave steepness of 1/30, the numerical results of WAMIT (Kristiansen et al., 2004) and present results show good 
agreement with the experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2005). On the other hand, for a wave steepness of 1/16 and 1/10, the 
conspicuous discrepancy between the numerical result of WAMIT and the referred data was observed and could be considered 
the effects of higher order, because the numerical result of WAMIT is the prediction from linear theory. From this aspect, the 
present numerical simulation is properly performed to take account of physical phenomenon. 
Generally, the difference between the present results and the experimental data increases with increasing wave steepness. 
As the wave steepness increases, the crest height amplification caused by interaction between the column and the incident wave 
is strongly affected around the column. 
 
 
Fig. 20 Comparison of the maximum crest heights in front of the column among the present numerical results,  
experimental data and numerical results (Kristiansen et al., 2005) in full scale. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper reports a method for predicting the run-up around a circular column in regular waves using a Modified Marker- 
Density (MMD) method. The present results are compared with experimental data (Kristiansen et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2008). 
To compare with the referred data, the wave probes are located around a circular column in the same manner. This study 
compares harmonic components for 10 locations of the wave probes and the maximum crest height and harmonic components 
for 2 locations according to wave steepnesses.  
The qualitative and quantitative behavior of the present results shows reasonable agreement with the harmonic components 
even though body boundary condition for velocity profile in numerical model has some discrepancy. With decreasing steepness 
in the incident wave, the general trend of the numerical simulation shows good agreement with the referred results. Neverthe-
less, a study of the number of grids per wavelength will be needed for a more accurate simulation, particularly to consider the 
variance of the second harmonic according to the wave period. When the minimum grid size is a half in the x-direction, the 
results are close to the referred experimental data. 
Generally, the present results of the maximum crest height around the column appear good agreement with the referred data. 
In particular, it seems that the MMD method could capture precisely the free surface in WPB#1 for a wave period of 9 seconds. 
On the other hand, there is a conspicuous discrepancy of the WPO#1 (8.0 m from the wall) value for a wave period of 9 seconds 
and a wave steepness of 1/10 between the experimental data and present results. To minimize the gap, the proper computational 
domain is required regarding the wave period.  
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